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Executive summary

The term ‘Pisé house’ is used throughout this report rather than
‘Mud hut’ as it more accurately reflects the type of building and
its construction.
The Pisé house was built in 1896 by Mary Brodie. She came to the
district in the mid-1880s with her husband Andrew Dolan who took
up the position of manager of Breadalbane station. He died in 1887
and she inherited £800. In 1889 she bought 11 lots when land came up
for sale in Bedourie. She also purchased the Royal Hotel and store.
Mary Dolan became the licensee of the Royal Hotel and storekeeper.
In 1890, she married John Brodie, to whom she had three children.
He died in 1895 and left £500 to Mary. This sum enabled Mary to
construct the pisé house.
The house was constructed of pisé—rammed earth. It was a very
suitable material in the far west where timber was not readily
available. Thick walls of pisé provided good protection in a hot
dry climate.
Mary Brodie married James Craigie in 1899. He died in 1912, and in
1914 she sold the house and Royal Hotel to Sidney Kidman. Kidman
sold these properties to George Gaffney in 1918.
The Pisé house is a rare and uncommon example of this type of
building in Queensland. The building fulfills the criteria for entry on
the Queensland Heritage Register.
The Pisé house is generally in good condition, except for deterioration
of some small sections of the exterior walls that require repair.
The Pisé house is an important part of the Diamantina Shire’s heritage,
and also Queensland.
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Introduction

B

edourie is a small township in far western Queensland close to the

Northern Territory border. It is located half-way between Birdsville
and Boulia on the Eyre Development Road. In 2016, Bedourie had
a population of 122 persons and 39 houses. Most of these houses were
constructed in the past 30 years, but one, the very first house in Bedourie
was built in 1896. Unusually, it is of rammed earth or pisé construction.
AIMS

This Conservation Management plan (CMP) was commissioned by the
Diamantina Shire Council. The aim of this plan was to:
–– Provide a succinct but thorough history of the Pisé house, including
when and why the house was constructed;
–– Assess the significance of the place and whether it meets the
threshold for inclusion in the Queensland Heritage Register;
–– Provide guidelines for the care and maintenance of the building, as
well as how the place could be interpreted.
NAME–MUD HUT OR PISE HOUSE?

The building is popularly known as the ‘Mud Hut’. However, in this report
the term ‘Pisé house’ is used. The reasons for this change are that the ‘Mud
Hut’ is misleading and does not do justice to the building.
The building was not constructed of mud but pisé or rammed earth. Pisé
is the French term for rammed and the full term is ‘pisé de terre’. This is an
important distinction as it was not as if mud was poured into timber moulds.
Rather, earth was shovelled into timber moulds and rammed solid with
special implements. The earth may have been slightly watered to improve
the ramming.
Second, describing the building as a hut devalues its original use. The
Macquarie Dictionary describes ‘hut’ as ‘a simple, small house such as
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1 The Pise house is located at the
southern end of Herbert Street,
Bedourie and across the road from
the Royal Hotel

a beach hut, bushwalker’s hut’. This building was more than this–it was
a family home, albeit of a modest size with two rooms and with verandahs
on four sides. Even the most cursory observation suggests it is at least
a small house, rather than a hut.
PREVIOUS STUDIES

After the Pisé house was acquired in 2001, the Diamantina Shire Council
commissioned a conservation management plan of the site. This CMP
was prepared by IMW architects in 2002 and provided a comprehensive
assessment of the building, in particular its condition. This CMP has been IMW Architect, Stablised
invaluable in the research of this document.
Earth House Bedourie,
STUDY TEAM

This report was prepared by Thom Blake, Rose Kubatov and Steven Beattie
of Beatov Design. Rose Kubatov and Steven Beattie were responsible for
documenting the building and site, and preparing the drawings. Steven
Beattie undertook the soil analysis. Thom Blake researched the history of
the place, compiled and edited the report.

Queensland Conservation
Management Plan, for the
Diamantina Shire Council, 2002

Abbreviations
DNRM

Department Natural Resources and Mines

QGG

Queensland Government Gazette

QVP

Queensland Votes and Proceedings

QSA

Queensland State Archives

SLQ

State Library of Queensland
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CONSERVATION TERMS

This plan uses some words relating to heritage
conservation practice—such as conservation,
restoration and fabric—that have particular
meanings. The meanings of these words are deﬁned
in the Burra Charter.
Adaptation means changing a place to suit the
existing use or a proposed use.
Associations mean the connections that exist
between people and a place.
Conservation means all the processes of looking
after a place so as to retain its cultural significance.
Cultural signiﬁcance means aesthetic, historic,
scientiﬁc, social or spiritual value for past, present or
future generations. Cultural significance is embodied
in the place itself, its fabric, setting, use, associations,
meanings, records, related places and related
objects. Places may have a range of values for
different individuals or groups.
Fabric means all the physical material of the place
including elements, ﬁxtures, contents and objects.
Interpretation means all the ways of presenting
the cultural signiﬁcance of a place.

distinguished from repair, which involves restoration
or reconstruction.
Place means a geographically deﬁned area. It may
include elements, objects, spaces and views. Place
may have tangible and intangible dimensions.
Preservation means maintaining a place in its
existing state and retarding deterioration.
Reconstruction means returning a place to
a known earlier state and is distinguished from
restoration by the introduction of new material.
Restoration means returning a place to
a known earlier state by removing accretions or
by reassembling existing elements without the
introduction of new material.
Setting means the immediate and extended
environment of a place that is part of or contributes
to its cultural signiﬁcance and distinctive character.
Use means the functions of a place, including the
activities and traditional and customary practices
that may occur at the place or are dependent on
the place.

Maintenance means the continuous protective
care of a place, and its setting. Maintenance is to be

DEFINITIONS–EARTH MATERIALS

Pise derives from the French phase pisé de terre which means rammed
earth. The terms ‘pisé ’ and ‘rammed earth’ are used interchangeably. Pise
is made by ramming earth into in situ form work.
Adobe is the Spanish word for mud brick and refers to the use of
rectangular sun-dried bricks.
Stablised earth is a similar material to pisé but with the use of binding
materials such as cement or lime. This is the most common form of earth
construction today.
Cob is a very similar material to pisé with the addition of organic fibre
(often straw, grass or hair) to increase strength.
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CHRONOLOGY

5000+

Wangkamadla, Pitta Pitta, Mithaka and Wangkanuru groups, occupants of the
Channel country and Simpson Desert for millennia.

1840+

European exploration in the Channel country–Sturt, Burke and
Wills, Landsborough

1860+

Pastoralists begin occupying the Channel country with sheep and cattle runs.

1880s

The track from Hergott Springs to Birdsville and Boulia becomes the main trade
and stock route for the far west, extensively used by Afghan cameleers.

1882

Native police camp established at Eyres Creek.

1886

AJ Haycock & Co establishes a hotel and store at Bedouri.

1888

Mary Dolan inherits £800 following death of her husband Andrew in 1887.

1889

Bedourie land sale–Mary Dolan purchases 11 lots including hotel and store.

1890

Mary Dolan marries John Brodie.

1895

Mary Brodie inherits £500 following death of husband John.

1896

Mary Brodie builds Pise house for her family.

1897

Mary Brodie rebuilds hotel and store in brick.

1899

Mary Brodie marries James Craigie.

1901

Mary transferred ownership of house, hotel and store to James Craigie

1903–08

Diamantina Shire Council occupies Pisé house

1912

James Craigie dies and Mary inherits £12 700 and property

1914

Mary Craigie sells Bedourie properties to Sidney Kidman. George Gaffney
manages of Royal Hotel

1918

George Gaffney purchases Bedourie properties from Kidman. Gaffney.

1965

Gaffney family sell Pise house to Smith family.

1971

Pise house vacated by Mrs Jean Smith.

2000

Diamantina Shire Council purchases Pise house.

2007

Repairs to Pise house undertaken by RM Pope.

2013

Painting of exterior
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1 Bedourie’s first house

A

t first glance, the building known

as the ‘Mud hut’ in the
main street of Bedourie seems neither remarkable or unusual. Just
another old building in the far west, something to be expected in
a town more than 100 years old. But appearances can be deceptive. It is
both remarkable and unusual.

THE BEGINNINGS OF BEDOURIE

Bedourie is in far west Queensland, in the heart of the Channel country–
the vast flood and alluvial plans of the Georgina and Diamantina Rivers
and Eyre Creek. Surrounding the flood plains, are extensive grasslands
on stone-covered plains.1 The environment has always been a challenge
for human occupation. Yet the Wangkamadla, Pitta Pitta, Mithaka and
Wangkanuru groups survived for millennia in this environment. Only with
the coming of Europeans was their culture and society disrupted.
The first Europeans to venture into the region were party led by Charles
Sturt in the 1840s. He named Eyre Creek, after Edward John Eyre, a fellow
explorer of the inland. In 1860 Burke and Wills undertook their grand
expedition of crossing Australia from the south to the Gulf of Carpentaria
and passed through the Channel country. A select group of four did reach
the Gulf but three, Burke, Wills and King died near Cooper Creek. John
McKinlay led a search party through the far west. Four years later William
Landsborough conducted further explorations the region.
Pastoralists began occupying the Channel country in the 1860s. By the mid1870s, most of the far southwest had been taken up as pastoral runs. The
pastoral districts of Gregory North and Gregory South were proclaimed
in 1873 and Commissioners for Crown Lands appointed.2
Although located in the colony of Queensland, many of these runs were
stocked with cattle and sheep from South Australia. Supplies also came
from the south and wool was also transported to Adelaide. The principal
reason was the proximity of Adelaide to the region. It was closer to
southwest corner of Queensland than Brisbane. A well-defined main
stock/transport route emerged. The construction of a railway line from
Bedourie’s first house
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3 Principal routes and settlements
in western Queensland, indicating
relationship to rail heads in South
Australia and Queensland.
Main trade/stock route
Road
Railway

Townsville
Cloncurry
Winton
Boulia

Longreach

Rockhampton

Bedourie
Birdsville

Charleville
Brisbane

Hergott Springs (later Maree)

Adelaide

Adelaide to Hergott Springs reinforced the trade along this route and in
the early 1880s Birdsville was made a customs post. Camel trains became
the main form of moving goods and supplies to the far southwest. Hergott
Springs became a major centre for Afghan cameleers, and continued
to provide the main form of transport into the 1930s. Camels had several
advantages over bullock teams in this environment. First, they required less
water. Second, camels could cover about 20 miles per day compared
with 10 miles for a bullock team. Third, the costs of cartage by camel was
considerably cheaper that bullock or horse drawn teams.3

Native Police Barracks

In the 1880s, traffic on the main inland route from Hergott Springs to
Birdsville and Boulia continued to increase in both directions as pastoral
runs intensified the number of stock and more runs were opened up to
the north.
Consequently, a Native Police camp was set up on Eyre Creek in 1882.
The Queensland Native Police was established in 1859 as a means of
subduing Indigenous groups throughout the colony as pastoralists and
settlers took pastoral leases and farms. More than 192 Native Police camps
were established in Queensland between 1859 and 1898.4 The decision to
move to Eyre Creek was not prompted by any particular conflict or urgent
demands from pastoralists for police protection, rather it was a policy
by the Police department in the 1880s of a ‘gradual withdrawal from the
Bedourie’s first house

2 Location of Native Police Barracks
to the south of Bedourie (4 Miles
series sh8c, DNRM)
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coastal districts’ and relocated contingents to ‘extreme western border’.5
The camp consisted of one officer and eight troopers.6
The increase in traffic on the Hergott Springs-Boulia route also prompted
Blackall storekeeper and wine merchant, AJ Haylock, to establish in 1885
a hotel and store approximately half way between Birdsville and Boulia on
Eyre Creek. Between 1880 and 1884, the number of sheep in the Gregory
North and South pastoral districts had increased almost fifty percent from
460 000 to 593 000.7 Haylock was possibly also motivated in choosing
such a location near the Native Police camp.
AJ Haylock & Co had established a business as general storekeepers
and importers, wine and spirit merchants in Blackall by 1881.8 By 1884, they
had established branches at Isisford and Stonehenge.9 Seeking more
business opportunities, Haylock & Co opened a store at Bedouri. In the
Blackall newspaper, the Western Champion, Haylock & Co placed an
advertisement with ‘very important information’, stating that:

4 Advertisement, AJ Haycock
& Co, General Storekeepers
(Queenslander, 7 September 1887)

The spelling was later changed
to Bedourie.


Have also a General Store and Wine and Spirit Branch of the business at
Bedouri, the future seat of Government (when federation of the Colonies takes
place), situated on the Georgina River, on Eyre’s Creek, midway between Boulia
and Birdsville, on the high-road from Carpentaria to Adelaide. Well-assorted
useful stock always on hand. Stations, Drovers, Dam-Makers, Tank-Sinkers,
Fencing Contractors, Overlanders to Kimberley, and Hawkers supplied at lowest
prices for cash.10

Although no township had been surveyed, they built a hotel and store. The
buildings were constructed of cypress pine and corrugated steel. William
Cole was the licensee for the hotel while Haylock & Co managed the store.11
Within a year of constructing the buildings, Haylock & Co were offering
the business for sale or let, suggesting for bush publicans and others, ‘very
little capital required.’12 Selling the property was not straight forward.
Potential buyers would have been discouraged by the asking price of at
least £1000 which would have been regarded as somewhat more than
‘very little capital’.13 More significant, however, was that the land had yet to
be surveyed and offered for sale.
A town reserve was first gazetted in February 1886 located on Glenfinlas
run. The government was quickly informed by the lessee of the run, that
it was unsuitable site as it was prone to flooding.14 A second site of two
square miles (5.18 square kilometres) that required small areas to be
resumed from Nappa, Marrawilla, Pieree and Glenlee runs, was gazetted
on 28 November 1888.15
Once a survey of the town reserve was finalised, lots were offered for sale
at Birdsville on 14 May 1889. Seventy-four lots, each 2 roods in size, were
put up for sale, most for £6. The two lots comprising the hotel and store
were priced at £15.16 The Birdsville Correspondent for the Queenslander
was not confident about the sale stating ‘I do not think there will be many
buyers’.17

Bedourie’s first house
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5 Allotments sold in first Bedourie
land sale May 1889.
Mary Dolan
Other buyers

The correspondent proved to be correct. Only 23 of the 74 lots were sold.
Eleven of the lots were purchased by the one buyer. The acquisition of
a significant number of lots by one person was not unusual for the first land
sales of a township in Queensland. However, what was remarkable was
that the major landholder in Bedourie in 1889 was a woman–Mary Dolan.
MARY DOLAN

Mary Dolan came to the Bedourie district in the mid-1880s. She was born
Mary Ermenia Ballard in 1858, in Kympton Victoria, to hotelkeeper David
Ballard and Mary Butler. In August 1883 she married Andrew Carey Dolan
in Adelaide. She gave birth to a daughter, Margaret in 1884. The family
then moved to Breadalane station near Boulia where Andrew took up
the position of manager. Andrew died suddenly on 11 June 1887 when
travelling from Breadalane station to Birdsville with race horses. The cause
of death was ‘whilst coughing burst a small blood vessel’.18 Mary was
the sole beneficiary of Andrew’s estate which included a block of land
in Birdsville and £800.19 Probate was granted by February the following
year and suddenly having £800 (current value $107 000) in cash, may
well have presented Mary with a dilemma. Should she return with her
young daughter to the relative comforts of rural Victoria, or stay in far west
Bedourie’s first house
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Queensland with its challenging climate, environment and isolation? She
chose the latter.
When land became available for sale in Bedourie, including the hotel and
store, she was financially able to make these acquisitions. Indeed, very
few others in the far west would have been in such a position. The £800
inherited from the estate of Andrew Dolan would have been sufficient to
buy the allotments in Bedourie and also the hotel and store. She possibly
moved into the hotel and store before formally acquiring the land and The
Queenslander reported in May 1889:
On the 24th Bedouri land sale comes off, and from what I gather there are
several intending purchasers. We hear that there is to be a new resident at
Bedouri, as hotel and store have been taken over—Haylock and Co.’s business —
but l am not sure if it is fully confirmed yet.20

Managing a hotel would have been familiar to Mary as her father was
a hotelkeeper. By 1890 Mary Dolan was effectively running Bedourie.
Pugh’s Almanac listed the trades and professions in the town:21
Butcher
Hotel Royal
Postmistress
Saddler
Storekeeper
Wine and Spirit Merchant
Police

M Dolan
Mrs M Dolan
Mrs M Dolan
G Braddock
M Dolan
M Dolan
Senior Const Scarlett, constable, tracker.

6 Advertisement for sale of Hotel
and store in Bedouri (Queenslander,
21 July 1888)

MARY BRODIE

Amid taking up these responsibilities, Mary married John Gray Brodie from
nearby Cluny Station, on 28 October 1890. She subsequently gave birth to
three children: Mary Gray (1892), John Gray (1893) and Grace Gray (1895).
In January 1895, Mary was widowed for a second time when John Brodie
died. The cause of death was Bright’s disease. He had recently returned
from Adelaide where he had been undergoing medical treatment.22 When
John died, Mary was just one month pregnant with their third child.
Despite the death of her husband and the birth of her fourth child, Mary
continued to operate and manage the hotel.23 She also managed to run 11
horses and 230 sheep.24
Mary was the sole beneficiary of John’s estate. Application for probate
was lodged on 1 March 1895 and granted on the 6 May 1895.25 The estate
was valued at £500 (current value $84 400).26 Mary was executor of the
estate and the speed with which the estate was settled indicates she was
very aware how the procedures of settling estates worked. To be able to
lodge an application for probate from Bedourie in the Supreme Court in
Brisbane, less than six weeks from the date of death, demonstrates her
knowledge of such matters.
Bedourie’s first house
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For the second time, Mary was the recipient of an substantial sum of money.
Since Mary had acquired the Royal Hotel, she and her family had lived
in quarters at the hotel. The hotel was a rather rudimentary structure of
cypress pine and corrugated steel, not the most suitable for a growing
family. She may have tolerated living in one of the hotel rooms when she
was a widow with a young child, but with four growing children, the need
for more and better accommodation became more urgent.

7 Pisé house, and hotel, Bedourie
c 1929. When this photograph was
taken, there were still few other
buildings in the town. (SLQ 37122)

John Brodie’s estate providing the means of finally building a house for
herself and four children.
Constructing a house in the far west presented several challenges. First,
given the remoteness of the region, skilled labour was in short supply.
Second, unlike in most of Queensland where suitable timber for building
was readily accessible, the arid environment was conspicuous by the
absence of such hardwood or softwood species.
Mary Brodie decided on building a house of pisé construction. In the
far west since the 1880s, most houses had been built either of stone, pisé
or adobe (See p 21 for more discussion). The advantages of pisé was
that the materials were readily available and did not require highlyspecialised skills.
The Pisé house was built in c. 1896. The Diamantina Shire Council rate book
lists the rateable value for allotment 2 section 5 in Bedourie as £30 in 1896
and in 1897 the rateable value was £200.27 This values accords with the
estimate cost of construction of between £88 and £202 as outlined on
page 22.
If the loss of two husbands in eight years was not enough to test Mary
Brodie’s fortitude and determination, another calamity occurred in October
1897. As the Northern Miner reported:

Bedourie’s first house
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At Bedourie Mrs J. G. Brodie’s hotel and store were almost completely wrecked
during the gales on the 8th Inst. Eight persons were in the building when it
collapsed, but strangely enough all escaped unhurt.28

Again Mary was faced with a dilemma. Business would not have been
thriving in the Royal Hotel. In June 1895, a newspaper report noted that
‘there is very little traffic passing Bedourie apart from travelling stock’.29 So
should leave with her four young children or stay? She choose the latter
and probably with the outstanding amount from John Brodies’s estate—
between £300 and £400—decided to rebuild the hotel and store in brick.
The new buildings were a substantial improvement on existing cypress pine
and corrugated steel buildings.
This rebuilding project was completed by 1898 when Catholic priest
Father Hanley made a three-month trip to the far west from Longreach.
He described the road between ‘Bedourie and Birdsville as a terrible one,
nothing but sand, with a fearful sun, beating down all day, and the glare
most trying to the eyes’.30 Of Bedourie, he commented:

James Craigie (1849-1912), husband
of Mary Craigie (State Library
South Australia B-46188)

There is a splendid brick store and hotel erected, and furnished in first-class style.
This is the property of Mrs Brodie.31

With these impressive new buildings, Mary Brodie’s life took another
change when she married again.
MARY CRAIGIE

Mary Brodie married James Craigie on 24 August 1899. Their relationship,
however, began possibly in 1896, as by 1897 Mary had taken the name
Craigie—or least that was the name she was known by in the Diamantina
Shire Council rate book.32
JAMES CRAIGIE

James Craigie had lived in western Queensland since the mid 1870s
and was a well known identity in the far west. He worked initially on Mt.
Cornish station and then established Roxborough Downs near Boulia
in 1878.33 Craigie managed Roxborough Downs for almost 20 years.34
During his time at Roxborough Downs, he became well acquainted
with the Aboriginal groups on the property. In the 1886 publication, The
Australian Race: its Origins, Languages, Customs edited by Edward Curr,
James Craigie provided the definitions of more 110 words in the language
spoken at Roxburgh Downs on the Lower Georgina by the local Aboriginal
group.35 Walter Roth’s Ethnological Studies among the North-West-Central
Queensland Aborigines is regarded as a pioneering work in Australian
anthropology.36 In his preface, Roth expressed his obligations to the many
station managers who assisted his work including, ‘Mr. J Craigie, late of
Roxburgh Downs (now of Stockport)’. In the body of the text, in a discussion
about the construction of huts and changes in construction techniques, Roth
noted that ‘it is only due to state that Mr. Craigie of Roxburgh, had originally
noticed that gradual modification in height and depth during a stay out
Bedourie’s first house
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west of sixteen or seven years’. These remarks suggest Craigie took a keen
interest in the customs of the Aboriginal people on Roxborough Downs.37
After leaving Roxborough Downs, James Craigie took out an occupation
license on Alderley run in the mid-1890s. Alderley was located north of
Boulia. In December 1897 he was awarded a three-year contract for the
mail run between Boulia and Birdsville. For £300 per year, he was required
to deliver the mail once a week.38
The marriage certificate for Mary Brodie and James Craigie she was
widow and James was a bachelor. This information disguised somewhat
James’ former relationships. Although he had never been formally married,
he had been in relationships with at least two women on Roxborough
Downs. Bunny Roxborough was a traditional Aboriginal woman of the
Wangkammadla/Wangkajuru tribe and their children included Geraldine,
Joseph, Jack, Dora, Donald, Dina and Peter.39 With Topsy, James Craigie
produced a son, James Roxborough.40
Most of the children remained in the far west. Joseph and Peter both
became drovers and were well known in the region. Peter served in World
War I, after having ridden his horse from Birdsville to enlist in Adelaide.
Peter saw active service in France until the end of the war.41 Joseph owned
cattle which he ran on his father’s property Mooraboola, had a registered
brand, and owned a horse that won the Birdsville Cup in 1915.42
James was also a drover and worked for his father. James married Linda
(Lerida) Allen. Linda, and one of their children, Norah were accomplished
artists, doing sketches and sculptures. Some of their works are found in the
Art Galley of New South Wales, Royal Historical Society of Queensland,
and the Queensland Art Gallery. Norah went under name Kalboori
Youngi.43
After the marriage of Mary and James in 1899, James became the licensee
of the Royal Hotel.44 In May 1901, Mary transferred all the allotments she
owned in Bedourie to James. He then became the owner of the hotel and
store, and the house.45 The business suffered a setback in February 1905
when the store was destroyed by fire. The Darling Downs Gazette reported:
The Bedourie store belonging to Mr Jas Craigie was burnt to the ground on
11 February. Nothing was saved with- the exception of a few articles of ironware,
such as horseshoes, split links, etc. Mr Craigie was away at the time attending
the general mustering at Cluny. How the fire originated no one can tell … Mrs
Craigie, being without her husband, had to act on her own responsibility … The
whole store was gutted. Mr Craigie valued the contents of the store and building
at £2000. Nothing was insured.46

The store and hotel, however, were not the sole income for the Craigie
family. James Craigie retained his occupation licensee on the 274 square
mile Alderley run until 1906. He also had cattle and horses on the nearby
Mooraboola.47 Indeed, he bred a substantial number of horses and made
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8 Bedourie main street, 1930s.
The Pisé house is behind the
building on the left. This image
demonstrates the sparseness of the
environment. (National Library of
Australia 142514049)

a major sale in 1903, to none other than the ‘Cattle King’, Sidney Kidman.
The Western Champion reported:
The king stock buyer of Australia, Mr Sydney Kidman, arrived at Bedourie,
a correspondent of the Gregory News, to inspect Mr. Craigie’s horses. He
was accompanied by Mr. Charles Collins and Mr. Granike, both cattle and
horse dealers. Mr. Kidman and wife travelled per buggy from Broken Hill … He
inspected saddle-horses at Cluny, and bought about 150 head, the reported
price being £5 15s. per head. He purchased all Mr. Craigie’s draughts at
a satisfactory figure, together with a few saddle-horses.48

James Craigie also maintained a substantial herd of cattle. After he died in
1912, the probate indicated he owned 2270 cattle valued at £7000.49
As well as being the licensee of the Royal Hotel managing horses and cattle,
James Craigie also became involved in civic affairs. He was a justice of the
peace, served on the North Gregory Rabbit Board, and the Diamantina
Shire Council for eight years from 1903-1911 and as Chairman from 19061910.50 Not surprisingly, he was once described in a newspaper article as
the ‘Bedourie King’.51
In 1911, James became seriously ill, and accompanied by Mary, travelled
to Townsville for treatment. He died in January 1912 and was buried in
Townsville. The Townsville Daily Bulletin reported:
The deceased gentleman, some years ago married Mrs Brodie, of Bedourie,
a well-known resident of that district, and the first white woman to go out into the
far Western portion of the State … In the districts beyond Winton, Mr Craigie,
who was a bluff, hearty man, was well known and liked, and the news of his
death will be heard with regret.52

Mary was the sole beneficiary and his personal effects were valued at
£12 700. She inherited the allotments in Bedourie which she had transferred
to James in 1901. Mary also inherited parcels of land in Birdsville, Boulia
and Brisbane, as well as the lease on the Mooraboola run.53 After James’
death, she decided to leave Bedourie and the far west and move to
Brisbane. In 1914 she sold her Bedourie properties and transferred the lease
on the Mooraboola run to Sidney Kidman.54
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After disposing of the properties and pastoral run, Mary moved to Brisbane
and purchased a house the suburb of Annerley. She died in 1941, aged
82 years.
DIAMANTINA SHIRE COUNCIL

The Pisé house was occupied by the Diamantina Shire Council between
1903 and 1908.55 The Council had been formed in 1903 when the Local
Authorities Act 1902 replaced Divisional Boards with Shire Councils. James
Craigie was a member of the first Diamantina Shire Council and he likely
offered the Pisé house to the Council for meetings and as a an office for
Alfred McRae, the shire clerk and inspector of works.56
SIDNEY KIDMAN

Sidney Kidman was born in 1857 near Adelaide. After leaving school early,
he travelled to the north South Australia and worked as a stockman, then
drover, carrier, butcher and horse dealer. Kidman demonstrated early in
his working life a remarkable business acumen. In 1886, before he had
received the aged of 30, he bought his first property. This purchase was to
be the beginning of a most remarkable pastoral empire. In the following 30
years he acquired pastoral stations in all Australian States. Prior to World
War I, he had extensive interests in Queensland, particularly in the far
west and around Bedourie. By 1910 his pastoral properties extended over
a significant part of the southwest corner of the state and included leases
on Annadale, Carcory, Monika, Glengyle, Dubbo Downs, Kaliduwarry
and Sandingham.

9 Sydney Kidman, known as
the Cattle King and owner of an
extensive group of properties in far
western Queensland. Owner of the
Pisé house and hotel in Bedourie
from 1914-18. (State Library of South
Australia B 6749)

GEORGE GAFFNEY

Kidman employed George Gaffney to manage the Royal Hotel. Gaffney
had been a book keeper on Kidman’s Annadale run. Gaffney, his wife
Rosetta and their young son, Alan, moved into the Pisé house across the
street from the hotel. Two more children were born to George and Rosetta,
Eileen (1916) and Leonard (1918).
In 1918 Kidman sold the hotel and house to Henry Gaffney, although the
properties were mortgaged to Kidman for £1375. George’s son, Alan took
over management of the hotel in 1948. Alan and his wife Mona (née Smith)
lived in the mud house until his death in 1953.57

10 George Henry Gaffney (18731955). He was the occupant of the
Pisé house, lessee of the Royal Hotel
(1914-1918), and owner (1918-1955).

When George Gaffney died in 1955, the Pisé house was inherited by his
wife Rose.58
SMITH FAMILY

The house was purchased by Charles Herbert Smith in 1966 and Jean Smith
occupied the building for a brief period.
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DIAMANTINA SHIRE COUNCIL

After being unoccupied for almost 30 years, the house was purchased by
the Diamantina Shire Council in 2000. Ironically, the Council re-established
its links with the building as it was the place where the first meetings of the
Council were held from 1903-08.

11 Pise house in early 2000s.
The semi-enclosed verandahs are
evident.

WORKS 2007–2013

Repairs and stablisation works were undertaken by Brisbane builder RM
Pope in 2007. Those works were extensive and included:
–– removal of adjacent trees, overhanging branches and build-up of
leaf matter on roof sheeting
–– removal of verandah enclosures
–– removal of areas of concrete slabs on verandah floors (partial
west, south and east)
–– repair of termite damaged, collapsed and decayed roof timbers
and verandah posts
–– repair and lime-washing of damaged earth walls
–– installation of stainless steel pipe and wire screen to secure the
fireplace opening.
In 2013, the exterior pisé walls were painted.
THE LEGACY OF MARY DOLAN/BRODIE/CRAIGIE

Mary Dolan/Brodie/Cragie played an instrumental role in the foundation
and early development of Bedourie. She can be credited with establishing
the town, and Bedourie can claim to be the first town in Queensland
founded by a woman.
Her contribution has been forgotten in the far west. The 2003 publication
on the history of Diamantina Shire, Sand Hills and Channel Country, refers
to Mary Dolan, Mary Brodie and Mary Craigie but does not state they are
the one and same person. Certainly, there is no mention of her role in the
founding of Bedourie.59
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However, at least until the late 1940s she was not forgotten. A column by
‘Bill Bowyang’ in the Townsville Daily Bulletin in February 1947, stated:
Who was Mrs. Bedourie? That was a question I asked in these columns a few
weeks back, and I did not have long to wait for the information I was seeking.
It came from the well known bush writer who signs himself ‘Calkah’ in different
periodicals. ‘Calkah’ says the lady was Mrs. Andy Dolan when he knew her
first. She brought her infant baby— the first white child in those parts— to
Breadalbane, up the Georgina River, in the Boulia direction from Bedourie.
Andy Dolan was manager, and he died at what was Carcory Station, Birdsville
way from Bedourie. Mrs. Dolan later married John Grey Brodie, then manager
of Cluny Station. When he died she became Mrs. Jimmie Craigie, who was
manager of Roxboro Station below Carrandotta. Mrs. Craigie died in Brisbane
some years ago at a ripe age. She was a fine type of pioneer who put Bedourie
on the map.60

That such memories of ‘Mrs Bedourie’ were still alive in the late 1940s,
indicates the importance of her role in putting Bedourie ‘on the map’.
CONCLUSION

The purpose of this chapter has been first and foremost to ascertain when
the Pisé house was built and its early history. The date of construction has
been uncertain and the early occupants unclear. The various names linked
with the hotel in the early years–Dolan, Brodie and Craigie–suggest
a number of different owners and occupants of the Pisé house. However,
Mary Dolan, Mary Brodie and Mary Craigie were one and the same
person. An analysis of various records indicates that:
–– Mary Dolan inherited £800 from her husband Andrew in 1888
–– Mary Dolan purchase 11 allotments and the hotel in Bedourie in
1889 and became the licensee of the Royal Hotel
–– Mary Dolan married John Brodie in 1890
–– John Brodie died in 1895, leaving £500 to Mary
–– The Pisé house was built in 1896 and with a rateable value of £200
–– Mary Brodie married James Craigie in 1899 and she lived in the
house until 1914 (James Craigie died in 1912) when she sold the
property to Sidney Kidman.
TRACKER’S HUT

The Tracker’s hut was moved to the site in 2011 from Ethabooka station. The
hut was built in 1946 and located on the Bedourie Police reserve.
Aboriginal men had been employed by the Queensland Police Service as
trackers in the 19th century, including at Bedourie. In 1890, Pugh’s Almanac
noted a tracker was attached to the Bedourie station.61 The employment of
a tracker at Bedourie, however, was intermittent. Mick was recorded as
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being discharged as a tracker at Bedourie in 1934 and being replaced by
Doctor Jack.62 Doctor Jack served until 1955 and so was the first occupant
of the tracker’s hut.63
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2 Building the house

T

he house was built in the 1890s of pisé construction–an ancient form
of construction and arguably the most basic or elemental. Building
a dwelling of pisé or rammed earth requires no cutting, chipping,
shaping or sawing of materials, no binding such as twine, nails, screws or
plugs, no manufacture or machined components–just the earth.

BRIEF HISTORY OF PISÉ BUILDINGS

Humans have been building dwellings from earth since the earliest
settlements more than 11 000 years ago. While the first earth buildings were
simple structures, as societies became more sophisticated, so too did earth
buildings. The early pyramids were made of earth, as were the Hanging
Gardens of Babylon, and extensive sections of the Great Wall of China.
But earth buildings are not a relic of the past. Today, in China, Europe,
and India, the number of earth buildings can be counted in the millions.
Hundreds of thousands of earth buildings are scattered throughout the
United Kingdom and Europe–some more than 500 years old.1
ADVANTAGES OF BUILDING IN PISE

Although pisé was not the preferred building material in the 19th century
in the United Kingdom or Australia, the benefits were promoted in various
publications. Robert Scott Burn’s The Colonist’s and Emigrant’s Handbook
of the Mechanical Arts, published in 1854, espoused the benefits of pisé to
emigrant settlers:

12 Village of round mud huts
with thatched roofs, Mali (© Brian
J McMorrow)

13 The ruins of a Han dynasty (202
BC – AD 220) watchtower made of
rammed earth in Dunhuang, Province
of Gansu, China (The Real Bear–, CC
BY 2.0, https://commons.wikimedia.
org/w/index.php?curid=7306049 )

Taking into consideration the ease with which the material is obtained, worked
into its requisite form, and the durability which undoubtedly characterises it, we
are certainly surprised that it should have been so sparingly adopted. No valid
objections have yet been raised against it. It is admitted by all to be cheap, and
no less efficient than cheap.2

He provided detailed instructions on how to construct a pisé house.
Clough Williams-Ellis in his Building in Cob, Pisé, and Stabilized Earth,
highlights the simplicity of pisé:
The actual erection of pisé-work presents so little difficulty that it can be done by
anyone who has sufficient strength to shovel earth and wield a rammer, provided
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14 Rammed earth farm house
France, ( Arnaud-Victor Monteux- ,
CC BY-SA 4.0, https://commons.
wikimedia.org/w/index.
php?curid=53084239)
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he will exercise care to see that the moulds or boxes into which the earth is
shovelled are kept plumb and in straight lines. The average settler, even with
no previous knowledge of pisé-work or building construction, need have no
hesitation in undertaking the pisé-work of his own buildings if he works to a wellthought-out plan drawn up by somebody competent to do so.3
PISE BUILDINGS IN QUEENSLAND

When Europeans began the occupation of Australia, the preference was
for dwellings of timber or brick. Particularly in Queensland, timber was the
preferred material for two reasons. First, it was highly suitable for tropical
and sub-tropical climate where it was not necessary to insulate the interior
of houses from cold. Second, an abundant supply of suitable timber for
building–both hardwoods and softwoods–was readily available in the
forests on the east coast and immediate interior. Even further west of the
Darling Downs, extensive stands of cypress pine provided good timber
for housing.
However, in far western Queensland, the situation was very different.
Varieties of Acacia, notably gidgee (Acacia cambegai) and mulga
(Acacia aneura) predominated and were singularly unsuited as a building
material. Transporting timber suitable for building from the east coast to the
far west was very expensive in the 1880s, so by necessity other materials
such as stone or earth were used. Stone became a common material in
homesteads throughout the far west in the 1880s and examples still surviving
include Cork, Carcoory (ruins), Darr River Downs, Elderslie, Oondooroo
and Cambridge Downs. Pisé was also used in the far west.

15 Plan, lockup and police quartes,
Windorah, 1884. The pisé walls
are evident in the plan. (QSA
Item ID20976)

The advantages of building in pisé rather than timber was aptly
demonstrated with the construction of the Windorah police lock-up and
quarters. In 1883 the Commissioner for Police wrote to Department of Public
Works concerned that the estimated cost of a timber building was £1200.
This figure was well above the cost of similar buildings elsewhere, due to
the necessity of carting timber from Rockhampton.4 The Department of
Works decided on pisé as an alternative. The specification stated:
all walls to be of mud … outside walls 18" thick. Partition walls to be 12" thick …
height of walls 9 ft. Floors to be made of white ant-bed and sand well mixed and
puddled. Cell floors to be of hardwood logs.5

The building was constructed for £660, almost half the cost of timber.6 It
was possibly the first and only government building in Queensland built
of pisé.
Ironically, as the Windorah building was being constructed, the Police
Department was also urging the Works Department to build the new police
quarters at Jundah, just 100 kilometres to the north. A police officer wrote
to the Minister for Works:
I may be permitted to remark that great difficulties caused by the present
prohibitory rates of carriage must present themselves to contractors, as the
nearest pine suitable for building purposes is 300 miles distant from here.
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Good gum or other hardwood can be procured in this neighbourhood and
laid down at about 60 or 65/- per 100 feet. Mud or pisé walls make very
good buildings. Walls according to the plan of proposed government buildings
for Jundah could be erected for a little over £200. The private apartment of
the hotel here are constructed of this material and present a good and solid
appearance.7

The Department of Works, however, eventually proceeded in 1889 with
construction in timber, for a cost of £950.8
The Windorah police quarters was not the only pisé building erected in
the far southwest in the 1880s. Homesteads and ancillary buildings of pisé
were built on Diamantina Lakes, Cullwilla, Daroo, Palpara, Mornay, St
Albans, Toorajumpa, Monika, Portland Downs and Welford.9
The best example of pisé buildings close Bedourie of which Mary Brodie
would have been well aware, were at the former Eyres Creek Native Police
Camp. The Camp was established in 1882 and closed in 1889. An assessment
1889 by the Inspector of Police at Blackall, described the buildings:
Officers Quarters with detached kitchen, Camp Keepers Quarters, Store, Meat
house, Saddle Shed, a good-sized stock yards, eight troopers huts built of grass,
all the buildings are Mud with thatched roofs. When I saw them they were in first
class order.10

Mary would have been undoubtedly familiar with these buildings in 1889,
located only seven kilometres south of Bedourie. So when she decided to
build a house in Bedourie, pisé was a logical choice.
THE COST OF CONSTRUCTION

While pisé was the best option, how affordable was it in Bedourie for Mary
Brodie The estimate of the cost of the Jundah police quarters of £200 is
potentially a reasonable guide as that building would have been of similar
dimensions. The Windorah police quarters cost £660 but the Bedourie
house was smaller, simpler and less complicated. It most likely cost well
under half the cost. Table 1 (p. 22) provides upper and lower costs for the
Pisé house from a little less than £100 to just more than £200.
This figure demonstrates that it would have been within Mary Brodie’s means
to afford building the house, given that she had inherited £500 from John
Brodie’s estate.
CONSTRUCTING THE HOUSE

The following process is outlined by Robert Scott Burn in Handbook of
Mechanical Arts.11
The soil

The kind of earth or soil best adapted for pisé is that known as gravelly. All
kinds of earth, however, may be used, with the exception of light sandy
soils and strong clays; these, however, will do if judiciously mixed with
better-fitted soil. In Bedourie, suitable soils would have been accessible.
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Table 1 Estimated cost of construction
Component
Labour
Pise construction

Calculations
Williams-Ellis in his Cottage Building in Cob, Pisé, Chalk & Clay,
states that in ‘one single day three courses of about 3 ft each may be
laid one over the other so that a wall of earth of about 8 or 9 ft, one
story high, may be safely raised in a day’.1

Min £
72

Max £
112

12

20

5

10

4

30

20

30

88

202

The Pisé house consists of 105 linear feet of walls. At 3-4 feet per day,
it would take four men between 30-35 days. Wages would have
been between £2 and £4 per week. At £2 per week, total cost of
£72, four men seven weeks at £4 per week, total coast £112

Labour
Timber and roof
Transport
Rail–Adelaide to
Hergott Springs
Transport
Camel–Hergott
Springs to
Bedourie

Materials

Wages–based on wages on Noondoo Station in 1885 Blacksmith
earned £2 per week bullock driver 25/- per week.2
Roof and timber work would take 2 men 2 weeks to complete at £3
to £5 per week.
Newspaper report in 1889 states £5 cost of iron per ton from
Adelaide to Hergott Springs.3

The total weight of the materials for the Bedourie house–
roofing iron, timber posts and framing, doors etc–would have
been about one ton. One cameleer with eight camels would
have brought the materials from Hergott Springs to Bedourie,
a distance of 440 miles, according to one source, for about
£4.4 (Cameleer wages could as low as £1 per week)5 Another
source quotes £24 per ton from Hergott Springs to Birdsville–
so approximately £30 to Bedourie.6 Yet another source in 1900
quotes £25 per ton from Hergott Springs to Cloncurry–so
approximately £20 to Bedourie.7
Roofing iron, timber posts, timber doors and door furniture.8

TOTAL
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17 Moulds for pisé building.
Only one mould is sufficient by
moving it around the building and
upwards as the rammed earth has
consolidated. (Agricultural Gazette
of NSW, 1905, 329)

The moulds

The moulds are made of clean, thin, planks of pine, or other light wood,
well-seasoned to lessen the chances of their warping. Their thickness
should be about an inch, well planed on both sides. The length should be
from 12 to 14 feet for ordinary work.

16 The essential tool for building
a pisé wall–a wooden rammer. The
rammer was used for consolidating
the bulk of the material. (NSW
Agricultural Gazette, 1907, 679)

The moulds are fastened together with iron rods at regular intervals, at the
top and bottom of the moulds.
Filling the moulds

The boards are set in position for the first course, and work on it is continued
until the whole course is completed, using short lengths of boards when
leaving openings for doors. Then the next course is laid, care being taken
before filling-in commences to see, by means of the plumb-line, that the
exact perpendicular is being preserved.
Into the moulds formed by the boxes the earth is shovelled in layers of 4 or
5 inches, and then rammed until thoroughly solid before another layer is
put in.
As each mould is filled, it is moved along and this onto the next level.
Appropriate spaces are left for doors and windows.
THE SUCCESS OF PISÉ CONSTRUCTION

Although only little used, pisé construction was not dismissed out of hand
or regarded as inferior. The predominance and suitability of pisé was
described much later in an article by ‘Westerner’ in the Queensland
Country Life. He wrote:
The first men to settle in the country 60 or more years ago, not having galvanised
corrugated iron, and not a great deal of building timber to draw upon, imitated
the first settlers in the arid districts of America by building pisé houses.
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Every big holding in the west those days had examples of houses built from
ant-bed. Here and there what the Spanish settlers in Mexico call adobe was
used; sun-dried bricks made of ant-bed or clay. Some of the coolest houses
in Queensland to this day are pisé-built. At Bedourie, for instance, there is an
example of such a house, cool in summer and warm in winter, with a hard
beaten ant-bed floor. A dozen such are still being used. They are simple to build.
Most of the material is literally on the ground.12

What is more than of passing interest, is that in 1940, the Bedourie house
was well known and lauded as a good example of pisé construction–’cool
in summer, warm in winter’.
After World war II, government housing agencies took an interest again
in pisé construction as a potential economical means of addressing the
shortage of materials for housing. In 1950, the Commonwealth Department
of Works and Housing stated in its Notes on the Science of Building that
‘the use of pisé and adobe is increasing, both in Australia and in countries
of similar climatic conditions’. The report claimed:
The pisé method is better than the adobe method if the right soil type is available.
The absence of cracking of pisé walls, owing to their high sand content, density
and low moisture content after ramming, contrasts strongly with the prolific
surface cracking which is characteristic of the adobe walls. The adobe walls also
require greater labour entailed in moulding, stacking and doubling handling of
the bricks13

The Queensland Housing Commission went even further and published
Homes of Earth: How to Build Homes of Pisé de Terre or Adobe Blocks.14
Despite extolling the virtues of earth construction, timber remained the
principal building material in Queensland. Nevertheless, pisé had been
shown, both technically and practically to be a viable building material,
and the Bedourie house was given as an example.
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3 The house today

T

he bedourie pisé house is located on Herbert Street near the
southern end of the town. Neighbouring properties are also owned by
the Diamantina Shire Council. A vacant block is located to the north
and adjacent is the tourist information centre and then the Diamantina
Shire Council offices. To the west of the site are Council yards and south is
a single dwelling. To the east, across Herbert Street, is the privately owned
Royal Hotel.

The Pisé house and Royal Hotel are slightly elevated above the bitumen
road. Their similar age, scale, verandahs, built form and traditional
materials create a small but distinctive precinct in the town.
THE SITE

The Pisé house is located on a shallow gravel-covered mound. Until recently
irrigated grass covered the sloping eastern forecourt and northern slope
near the house. A modern concrete pedestrian path leads to the northeast
corner of the Pisé house from the Herbert Street footpath. An interpretive
sign is located along this path. Another concrete pedestrian path connects
the northwest corner of the house with the generator shed and bath house
on the western part of the site which is relatively flat and sparsely vegetated
with desert grasses.
Mature eucalypts stand to the south of the house and along the eastern
footpath. The footpath zone and vacant site to the north are irrigated and
grassed. Additional elements nearby include a phone booth, bench seat,
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18 View of Pise house and Royal
Hotel at the southern end of
Herbert Street
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rubbish bin, floodlight, in-ground sprinklers near the Herbert Street footpath
and an electrical switchboard near the southeast corner of the site.

19 Site plan, Pise house, Bedourie

THE HOUSE

The Pisé house is a simple, low-set building with a moderately-pitched roof
overhanging its core pisé walls to form a deep perimeter verandah. The
long eastern elevation faces Herbert Street and beyond to the Royal Hotel.
The single volume interior of pisé walls and exposed bush timber roof
framing is divided into two rooms by a ripple iron partition. A timber mantle
shelf and fireplace surround provide evidence of a former chimney on the
northern wall. Both verandah and internal floors are earth. Fragments of
linoleum remain on the southern room floor.
Bush timbers are the predominant framing for the main hipped roof and
verandahs, including rafters, collar ties and verandah posts. Short sheet
galvanised corrugated steel roofing is fixed onto sawn hardwood battens
and perimeter beams. Bush timber posts set into the ground support the
edge of the verandah roof which has little overhang. Sawn hardwood
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rails, flush with the earthen verandah floor, line the outside edge of
verandah posts.
The thick core walls of the building are composed of pisé, a repetitive
construction system of compacting earth between timber boarded
shuttering. Pise walls appear to be directly founded onto natural ground
and are lightly bagged externally and internally up to the roof timbers. The
Pise house has no windows but seven door openings: on the east, south
and west walls. The northern wall has a horizontal opening which relates
to the width of the mantle shelf from a former fireplace.
External doors are timber: two doors are four-panelled and five doors
are nine-light half-glazed with triple panelling below. All the doors open
inwards. Each door threshold has two separate sill elements within the pisé
wall depth. To the outer edge are original adzed timber sills (distinctive
grain is visible in areas of high wear, like silky oak) which are built into
the pisé wall. (A similar adzed bottom plate forms the base of the internal
partition wall.) Inner door sills are of sawn timber and connect to the timber
framed jambs and lintel. Nails in most timber door sills suggest the previous
attachment of dust or draft barriers. Each door opening has several sawn
timber boards set into the pisé wall as a lintel. These are visible on external
and internal rendered faces and extend wider than the door openings.
Each external door has a traditional lock box with brass ball knob. The
northern fireplace opening has bush timbers as lintel members. The timber
mantle shelf is supported on iron spikes set into the pisé wall as well as
timber brackets. Sides of the fireplace have broad timber boards with
rough sawn mitred diamond and square motifs.
Internally, the uneven earth floor meets the 3.6 m high pisé walls which
have a bagged finish. Three bush timber collar ties are set into the pisé
wall just below the exposed roof structure of bush timber rafters and sawn
timber battens.
A lightweight timber framed partition wall with ripple iron lining separates
the southern end of the space. It sits on an adzed timber bottom plate
and has an iron bolt into the pisé walls. Timber boards (similar to the lintel
boards of external door openings) are integrated within all corners of the
pisé walls to form triangular shelving, possibly providing wall bracing. The
south east corner shelf has been largely removed. Electrical conduit and
a power point have been surface fixed and abut this area. A bracketed
timber shelf is attached to the western wall.
An underground reticulation system, presumably for pest control, has been
installed along the external edge of the pisé wall, as evidenced by three
black plastic pipe heads.
An early re-purposed steel pole on the western side was used to support
electricity cables from the generator shed to the house. Internally the power
line connected to power points and batten-type light holders fixed to both
sides of the partition wall.
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A modern freestanding stainless-steel pipe and tensioned wire screen
protects the northern window opening.
External walls have a multi-layered brittle paint finish. Hairline cracks exist
on all elevations. There are localised pisé failures at areas of movement
such as door heads. The presence of insects is evident by areas of pitting
on some external walls and empty carcasses at the base of wall. Large
areas of pisé erosion occur on south eastern walls due to bore water
sprinkler damage. Inspection of eroded areas of pisé walls confirm that
no grass or hair binders were used in the original mix. Also visible are
lines at horizontal intervals showing layers of compaction within the timber
shuttering used in the wall construction process.
OTHER STRUCTURES

To the west of the Pisé house are the tracker’s hut, and a generator shed
and attached bath house.
Generator shed

The generator shed and the bath house, constructed in the 1950s, are timber
framed and clad with corrugated steel sheets. There are slightly different
alignments to their lean-to roofs. Steel gates with chain wire mesh provide
security to each shed. Generator power servicing the Pise house was
strung between the steel poles standing between the buildings. A concrete
septic tank is located in the ground to the west of the sheds along with an
assortment of rural artefacts such as the front axle from a wagon.
Tracker’s hut

The tracker’s hut and water tank are to the north of the sheds. Both have
elevated timber floor platforms on timber stumps with galvanised steel ant
caps. The structure of the tracker’s hut is minimal comprising corrugated
steel sheet cladding fixed to slender hardwood posts, noggings, top plates
and rafters.
The galvanised corrugated gable roof extends on the western side to form
a lean-to which is supported on bush timber posts. A break in the lean-to
rafters is evidence of the building being relocated. One hardwood barge
board and fascia are intact. Some roof flashings remain, including one
galvanised gable roll and a galvanised quad gutter with dropper on the
eastern side.
A ledge and brace timber door and a corrugated steel awning window
are on the western wall. Similar awning windows are located on the north
and south walls. The eastern framed window opening with hardwood
timber sill is partially sheeted over.
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SITE AND TOWN

20 View of Pise house and Trackers hut, looking
south on Herbert Street

21 Royal Hotel, view to south on Herbert Street

22 Rear of site, Tracker hut and generator shed
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PISE HOUSE–DRAWINGS
23 Floor plan and elevations
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24 Roof framing plan and
elevations
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25 Floor plan and sections
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26 Cross sections
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PISE HOUSE–IMAGES
27 Front, Pise house. This side has
the greatest damage to the earth
walls.

28 Rear and northern end, Pise house

29 Southern end, Pise house
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30 Interior, living room and ripple
iron dividing wall

31 Opening, former fireplace in
living room

32 Ripple iron internal wall, view
from bedroom
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33 Ledge and brace internal door

34 Eastern verandah
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35 Four-panel door

36 Composite nine-pane window and
three-panel door

37 North western corner of verandah

36

38 Interior view of roof framing and corrugated steel sheeting
42 The external doors have
similar rim-locks. These locks are
identified as Carpenter No 60. The
locks were imported from England
and manufactured Carpenter and
Tildesley. These locks were readily
available in Adelaide in the 1880s
and 1890s (Advertiser, 19 Mar 1892)

39 View of roof on verandah corner

40 Detail of roof over verandah
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41 Steel pole adjacent to western side for
electricity cables from generator shed
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TRACKER’S HUT–DRAWINGS

43 Tracker’s hut, plans, elevations
and section.
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44 Plan, Bedourie Police Station
Trackers quarters, 1946 (QSA
Item ID58177)
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TRACKER’S HUT–IMAGES

45 Tracker’s hut, eastern side

48 Tracker’s hut, western side

46 Tracker’s hut, northern side

49 Tracker’s hut, southern side with water tank

47 Tracker’s hut, interior

50 Tracker’s hut, roof
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GENERATOR SHED–IMAGES AND DRAWINGS

51 Generator shed and bath house, eastern side

52 Rear, generator shed

53 Plans and elevations,
generator shed
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4 What’s important about the Pise house

F

or a visitor to bedourie, the Pise house does not appear to be
particularly important or special. Yes, it is an old building but not to
be unexpected in the far west. But on closer examination of how the
house was built, the story of its construction and role in the development of
Bedourie, it is apparent that is a significant building, not only in Bedourie
and far west, but also in a state context.

QUEENSLAND HERITAGE REGISTER

Places can have heritage significance for a variety of reasons – architectural,
social, historical, scientific and technological. The Queensland Heritage
Act contains various criteria for assessing whether a place may be entered
on the Queensland Heritage Register. The Pise house fulfills several of
these criteria. To be entered on the Register, a place need only satisfy one
criteria, although most places meet two or more.
Criterion A

The place is important in demonstrating the evolution or pattern of
Queensland’s history;
The Pise house is important in demonstrating the development of settlements
and trading routes in the late 19th century in far west Queensland. The
house, along with the Royal Hotel were the first buildings in Bedourie.
Bedourie developed as a small settlement on the main inland route from
Hergott Springs (Maree) to Birdsville and beyond to Boulia.
The house was built for Mary Dolan, who was one of the first European
women to live in the far west. She was instrumental in the establishment
of Bedourie, purchasing 11 lots in the first land sale in 1889, and indicated
her confidence in the future of the town. The construction of the Pise house
shortly after in the early 1890s also reflected this confidence and secured
Bedourie’s future as small centre in the far west. She also owned and
operated the Royal Hotel and store and served as postmistress.
The Tracker’s hut, as purpose-built accommodation, is important in
demonstrating the role of Aboriginal trackers in the Queensland Police
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Service in the 20th century. The rudimentary facilities provided reflects the
treatment and status of Aboriginal trackers in the police force.
Criterion B

The place demonstrates rare, uncommon or endangered aspects of
Queensland’s cultural heritage;
The Pise house is a rare and uncommon example of a building using
rammed earth as the primary building material. Only a small number of
houses in Queensland were of pisé construction, and the Bedourie house
is one of even fewer surviving examples. It demonstrates inventiveness in
use of local resources in a remote environment to construct a durable and
functional modest house.
Criterion C

The place has potential to yield information that will contribute to
an understanding of Queensland’s history;
As one of a small group of pisé buildings erected in Queensland, the Pise
house has potential to yield information about pisé construction techniques,
particularly in a Queensland context.
Criterion D

The place is important in demonstrating the principal characteristics
of a particular class of cultural places;
The Pise house is a good example of an earth-built house in Queensland.
While only a small number were built compared with timber or brick
houses, it represents a class of buildings that in a global perspective, has
been prominent both historically and contemporaneously. The Pise house,
now more than 120 years old, demonstrates that pisé was not an inferior
material for housing in the 19th century. Indeed, it was most appropriate,
given its thermal qualities.

In the 1911 census, only 61 pisé
dwellings were identified, of
a total of 125 800 dwellings
in Queensland.


The Queensland Heritage
Register includes only two
buildings of pisé or part pisé
construction: Welford homestead
near Jundah (600023) and
Irlam’s Ant Bed building near
Clermont (602010).
Two buildings on the Register
are of adobe construction—
the laboratory at the Mount
Elliott Metallurgical plant and
mill (602256) and the Ant-bed
house, Georgetown (601628).

The Tracker’s hut is an example of accommodation built for Aboriginal
trackers in western Queensland.
Criterion E

The place is important because of its aesthetic significance;
The Pise house with its thick earth walls, simple form, verandahs on all
sides, and corrugated steel roof is a prominent building in the Bedourie
townscape. With the Royal Hotel on the opposite side of Herbert Street, it
forms a gateway to the town.
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SCHEDULE OF SIGNIFICANCE

This schedule focuses on the significance of individual elements on the site.
Levels of significance
S

Significant

Elements that contribute to the significance of
the place

M

Moderate significance

Elements that contribute to the significance of
place but not critical

N

Not significant

Elements that do not contribute to the
significance of the place

I

Intrusive

Elements or components that are intrusive and
diminish the significance of the place

Views
Views to the house from southern Herbert Street entry to Bedourie.

S

Views to the house from northern Herbert Street entry to Bedourie

S

Views from the Royal Hotel to the house

S

Views to the hotel from the house

S

Fabric–Pise house
Earthen floors

S

Pise walls

S

Timber doors and door openings

S

Rim locks (Carpenter no 60)

S

Former fireplace opening, mantle shelf and timber surrounds

S

Timber corner shelving

S

Western wall shelf

S

Furniture

M

Bush timber roof framing and posts

S

Short length galvanised roof sheeting

S

Recent electrical conduct and GPO

N
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Site
Early electrical services and pole

S

Concrete paths

N

Interpretative sign

N

Flood lights

N

Other structures
Tracker’s hut

S

Water tank adjacent to Tracker’s hut

M

Generator shed

M

Flood lights

N
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5 Looking after the place

The Pise house was constructed more than 125 years and is remarkably
intact. Few changes have been undertaken, and later additions such as the
partial enclosure of the verandahs have been removed. It tells as important
story about early European settlement in the far west of Queensland. It
is a significant building not only in the Diamantina Shire but only also in
Queensland. This chapter provides guidelines and advice for ensuring the
Pise house is properly cared for and maintained not only for the present
but future generations.
SOME BASIC PRINCIPLES FOR LOOKING AFTER HERITAGE PLACES

It is important to understand some basic principles for looking after
heritage buildings and sites. These principles have been developed
over a considerable period through experience. They are derived from
a document called the Burra Charter. The Burra Charter was developed  The full name is Australia
ICOMOS Charter for Places of
to provide guidelines for good practice for heritage places.
Cultural Significance

These principles are not complex but are straightforward and almost selfexplanatory. They provide sensible advice for making the right decisions.
Understand why a building or place is significant

Understanding why a building is significant or important is the first
and necessary step in the conservation process. This Conservation
Management Plan has highlighted that the Pise house is a rare example of
its type in Queensland. The rarity indicates that the building is very special
and requires the utmost care. By knowing its history, it is evident that the
building is extremely significant and tells an important story.
Understand the parts and materials of a building

A logical step from understanding why a building is important, is to
understand what it is about the building that tells the story of its significance.
Significance should guide decisions

Knowing what is significant about a building should inform what should
and should not be done.
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Do as much as necessary, as little as possible

This principle is almost self-explanatory. It is reminder to proceed with
caution when doing work to historic buildings. It is sometimes easy to get
carried away and cause more harm than good.
Keep records of the work

It is important to keep good records of work undertaken to historic buildings
and to document the changes. Having a good record means that in the
future the reasons for work will be understood.
ADVICE AND SKILLS

There is many aspects of caring for heritage places that is common-sense
and requires everyday skills. Simple tasks such as ensuring doors are shut
to keep animals out or making sure the roof does not leak. But it is important
to recognise with a building of pisé construction, there are aspects of its
conservation that require specialist advice and skills.
Any repairs of historical fabric should be undertaken by persons
with relevant expertise and experience.
Obtain expert advice and services from specialist practitioners
when staff or contractors do not have the necessary skills.
USE

The Pise house has been vacant for almost 50 years. The interior remains
unchanged since the last occupant moved out in 1971. The interior has
changed little since construction and is partly the reason why the building
is significant. To find a house that is substantially unchanged since its
construction in the late 19th century is rare. The present use and promotion
as a ‘heritage building’ had ensured that changes have been minimal.
However, the challenge is to ensure that visitors do not unknowingly do
harm to the building. Visitation needs to be carefully monitored as well as
the installation of any interpretative materials or devices.
Visitation to the interior should only be permitted
under supervision.
The practice of allowing visitors to view the exterior should
be continued.
Avoid installing interpretative panels or displays inside the house
to ensure the spaces remain unaltered. Interpretative panels
should be located outside the house as is the current practice.
INTERPRETATION

The research for this conservation management plan has revealed
significant new information about the beginnings of Bedourie and the Pise
house. The remarkable story of Mary Craigie’s (Dolan and Brodie) role in
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the foundation of Bedourie has not previously been documented. She was
one of the first women to live in the far west and bought 11 allotments in the
first land sale. Mary Dolan ran the town in its infancy–hotelier, storekeeper,
post mistress and arguably could be called the ‘founder of Bedourie’.
The research has also uncovered the history of pisé construction in
Queensland and how and why it was used in the far west. Because so few
houses were built of pisé, knowledge of how pisé houses were constructed,
and their benefits has been largely forgotten.
The interpretation of the place should utilise the story of the Pise
House and focus on:
–– the establishment of Bedourie and the role of Mary Dolan
–– pisé construction techniques and its benefits.
THE SITE–NEW STRUCTURES

Since the construction of the house, few changes have occurred on the site.
The construction of the generator shed in the 1950s and the more recent
relocation of the Tracker's hut. The site remains substantially uncluttered
and the house is the most prominent structure on the site.
Avoid constructing new structures on the site that would diminish
the prominence of the Pise house.
Ensure the key sight-lines to the building from Herbert Street to
the house and from the house to the street are not diminished by
fencing or outdoor furniture.
MATERIALS AND METHOD OF REPAIR

In the repair of the building, the use of correct materials is important not only
to retain the significance of the place. The use of inappropriate materials
and incorrect methods of repair can result in irreversible damage to fabric.
When materials are required for repair to significant fabric, they
should be the same or similar to that used in the construction of
the building.
In the repair of the pisé walls, use soil of similar composition to
the composition..
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CONSERVATION WORKS

Overall the Pise house is in remarkably good condition. The following
tables provide more detailed information about the care and maintenance
of the building.

Element

Comment

Action

External
ground

Ponding will increase ground
moisture which in turn increases
the moisture levels in the
pisé wall.

Lower external ground level to 50-80 mm
below the perimeter verandah edge board
and fall away from the building to reduce the
possibility of ponding.

Verandah
floor

Verandah floor levels are built
up to top of door sills at the
south and south east. There
is also an area of noticeably
soft earth in the SE corner, this
may be related to excavation
for installation of electricity
combined with exposure to
sprinkler over-spray.

Maintain compacted earthen floor surface
with falls away from building to top of
verandah edge board, lower edge board
if necessary.
Soft area in SE corner of verandah may
need to be carefully consolidated to achieve
uniform compaction adjacent pisé walls
to reduce possibility of ponding during
infrequent wet weather events.

Fig 55

Interior floors are generally
level with uneven wear.

Care should be taken to retain loose earthen
floor material if removal of organic debris
is required.

Fig 56

Interior
earth floor

Surface is dry and dusty.
The internal floor condition
is satisfactory for current
infrequent and careful
foot traffic.

Image

Fig 51
Fig 52

If necessary the existing floor surface could
be stabilized by cautious, minimal dampening
and compaction by experienced trades
people with care to avoid creating further
moisture related problems to pisé walls. Trial
and test patches are essential to avoid further
damage to pisé walls.
If the level of foot traffic is to be increased, it
should be limited to areas where removable
and minimal intervention trafficable surfaces
are possible, as any excavation of original
fabric will result in diminished heritage
significance.

Remnant
linoleum

Remnant linoleum flooring in
bedroom. These remnants may
contain asbestos
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54 Plan identifying location of
failure in verandah floor

55 Verandah floor on southeastern corner

56 Detail of internal earth floor
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58 Detail of linoleum in bedroom
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Element

Comment

Action

Pise walls

The condition of the pisé
walls is generally sound
because of the quality
of original construction,
the generous verandah
overhangs, low humidity and
minimal rainfall.

Regular inspection and maintenance of roof and verandah Fig 61
overhangs are vital.
Fig 62
Ground water content and direct over-spray from
Fig 60
sprinklers should be reduced by maintaining a
5 m minimum clear zone around the building.
Fig 59

Non-breathing external
paint finishes and cement
render repairs have reduced
the walls ability to maintain
even moisture content.
Differential evaporation
within the pisé wall has led
to delamination and failure
of these finishes.
Sprinkler overspray from
adjacent lawn irrigation has
concentrated moisture in
some areas of the pisé walls.
Recent removal of lawn and
irrigation near to the building
has mitigated this problem.
Some insect activity is
present in vulnerable parts
of the wall. Delaminating
paint film and weakened
pisé are susceptible to
insect habitation.
Pise walls have a longlife span if protected from
excessive moisture
and allowed to
breath with seasonal
humidity fluctuations.
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Trenching and other excavation should not be undertaken
near the building to avoid concentrated ponding during
wet weather events.
Conduct regular visual inspection for insects. It is unknown
what effects the existing reticulated insect barrier may
have on the pisé walls. Due to the visible nature of the
timber structures regular visual inspection with localized
treatments may be of more benefit.
Removal of existing paint films and cement render
must only be carried out by experienced conservation
tradespeople. Trial and testing of patches is essential to
avoid further damage to vulnerable pisé surfaces.
Repair of pisé must only be carried out by experienced
conservation tradespeople. It is important to match soil
profile and clay content of any repairs to the existing pisé
walls to reduce the possibility of differential evaporation
and associated moisture content from causing delamination
failure. Trial and testing of samples is essential.
Regular application of breathable protective limewash
must only be carried out by experienced conservation
tradespeople. Trial and testing of patches is essential
to avoid further damage to vulnerable pisé surfaces.
This could be lime added to natural red soils or pure
white lime-wash.
A regular inspection and maintenance schedule based on
the above must be established and maintained.
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61 Eastern wal

62 South eastern corner

59 Location of failure on external walls
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Element

Comment

Action

Internal
partition
wall

The hand adzed bottom plate, hardwood
framing and ripple iron are in sound
condition. Both framing and ripple iron
have a paint finish.

Paint finishes to the partition wall should
not be removed or over-painted.

Hardwood plates are fixed to the pisé
walls with iron bolts which project to
outside and are visible.

Image

Currently unpainted elements must not
be painted.
Remnant electrical services must not
be removed.

Remnant wiring, light fittings, switches and
power points are disconnected.

Doors
and
openings

Timber lintels, heads and jambs are in
sound condition and have a paint finish.
Timber sills are in sound condition with
some splintering and wear and do not
have a paint finish.

Consider making all doors operable.
Some locks are currently inoperable in the
locked state.

There are two types of external doors in the
building. Four-panel door with sheet steel
infill and timber-glazed door with three
panels below 9 clear glass panes. All are
in sound condition with rim locks and have
a paint finish.
There is one internal VJ ledge and braced
door with rim lock in sound condition and
has a paint finish.
Doors are in a secure and lockable
condition and are satisfactory for
current use.
Fireplace
opening

The bush timber lintels, mantle shelf and
fireplace surrounds are in sound condition
and have a paint finish.
The external stainless-steel barrier
precludes access but enables ventilation

Any further requirement for security or
environmental control should be limited
to removable and minimal intervention to
original fabric.

The fireplace opening is satisfactory for
current use.
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Element

Comment

Action

Roofing

The existing short-sheet galvanised
corrugated roofing is in sound condition
with no obvious signs of persistent leaking.

Existing roof sheet with minor damage
should t be repaired rather than replaced.

There are earlier roof repairs
providing evidence of the former
chimney penetration.

Fig

Conduct regular inspection
and maintenance.
Any future repairs to be carried out by
experienced conservation tradespeople

Some damage to roof sheet edges possibly
from machinery impact are evident.
Roof
timbers and
verandah
posts

All verandah posts were replaced during
the 2007 repairs with similar bush timbers
to original. These are founded directly into
the ground. Modern galvanised coach
screw fixings are visible.
The existing roof structure incorporates
original timbers and those from the 2007
repairs. Some original bush timbers
show signs of termite damage but are
generally sound.

Conduct regular inspection
and maintenance.
Currently unpainted timber must not
be painted.
Any future repairs to be carried out by
experienced conservation tradespeople.

Loose items

Various furniture and artefacts of are
located within the space.

Leave in situ

Landscape

Irrigated lawns have recently been
removed from the immediate vicinity of
the building.

Landscaping requiring regular irrigation
should be kept at least 5 m away from
the building.

Gravel fill has been imported onto the site
and contoured by heavy machinery

Heavy machinery must not be used within
5 m of the building.
Control weeds by hand against the
verandah posts to avoid damage by
whipper snipper.
Consider low, native desert appropriate
plants and soil for the setting of
the building.
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Appendix–analysis of earth wall

This analysis was undertaken to provide a understanding of the soil in the walls and assist in determining
the appropriate approach to repairs.
This analysis was based on three samples:
–– Pise wall: sample taken from collapsed portion of wall
–– Local sandy sample: taken from area disturbed by recent construction works in the vicinity of
the site.
–– Local sandy sample with lime: this sample was prepared based on traditional methods of adding
lime to sandy soils that may not contain enough clay. Ten percent by volume lime was added to
the local sandy sample then wet with 10% water to form a crumbly mix that formed a ball in the
hand and broke into a few parts when dropped. This was then compressed and left to dry for
three days.
SOIL ANALYSIS

Method

Physical assessment of the two main samples.

Pise

The sample had reddish brown colouring,
a crumbly sand surface with some larger sand
particles and grey nodes. It was dry and held
together well during transport but broke apart
easily with moderate pressure in a mortar
and pestle. It ground down to a sandy and
dusty consistency.

Local
sandy
sample

The sample is very red and free running sand with
some dust, very little variation in particle size.
No breaking up was required.
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SEDIMENTATION TEST

Method

The samples were placed in a jar and water added. This was then shaken until all particles
were wet and freely moving. The jar was left for an hour before being agitated again and
left to settle overnight

Pise

Approximately 30% fine silt and clay, 70% fine to
course sand, very little organic material. Particle
size graduated throughout the sample. This is
a slightly higher clay content than generally
recommended but within general guidelines.

Local
sandy
sample

Approximately 20% fine silt and clay, 80% fine
sand, very little organic material. Very little
graduation between fines and sand. The majority
of these fines is more likely silt and dust due to the
lack of cohesion after compression.
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STABILIZATION TEST

Method

The samples were retrieved from the sedimentation
tests and allowed to dry until crumbly. They were
then broken down to a free running sandy and
dusty consistency. 100 ml of each sample was
then wet with 10 ml of water to form a crumbly
mix that formed a ball in the hand and broke into
few parts when dropped. The local sandy mix
broke into smaller pieces. These samples were
then placed into form-work and compressed
into stabilised earth blocks and dried for 3 days.
The pisé sample compressed more than the local
sample, this might be partly due to inaccurate
measurement of quantities as the sandier sample
may have compacted more during measurement.

Pise

Compacted to a uniform very dense consistency
with very fine edges to the form, very little sand
or dust comes off on the fingers while handling.
No measurable shrinkage over the sample.
Maintained the reddish-brown colour of the
original sample.

Local
sandy
sample

Compacted to a uniform dense consistency with
fine edges to the form. Edges chip very easily
and sand is left on the fingers when handled. No
measurable shrinkage over the sample.
Maintained the deep red colour of the
original sample.

Local
sample
with lime

Compacted to a uniform dense consistency with
fine edges to the form. Edges chip easily and
a little sand is left on the fingers when handled.
No measurable shrinkage over the sample. Lime
flecks are visible and give it a paler red colour
than the original sample.
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COMPRESSION TEST

Method

The samples were placed on a board on a set of bathroom scales. Pressure was applied by
hand using a dome headed pestle.

Pise

65 kg force applied without failure. This was the
limit of force able to be applied by hand

Local
sandy
sample

25 kg force applied before failure to large shards,
small shards and sand

Local
sample
with lime

30 kg force applied before failure to large shards,
small shards and sand.

CONCLUSION

The tests carried out here are limited to simple field tests as described in early publications on pisé
construction.1
The pisé sample performed substantially better that the local sandy sample in its ability to adhere to itself
and withstand compressive load. This is likely due to the higher clay content and graduation of particle size.
The local sandy sample held together after compaction but was brittle. This is likely due to high silt content
in the fines rather than clay and lack of graduation in sand particle size.
The local sandy sample with lime added was visually denser and was less prone to breaking down with
abrasion but had little more compressive strength than the sample without lime.
Notes
1

The principal works include:

Robert Scott Burn, The Colonist’s and Emigrant’s Handbook of the Mechanical Arts, 1854, 50.
Clough Williams-Ellis and John Charles Eastwick-Field, Building in Cob, Pisé, and Stabilized Earth,
London, Country Life, 1950.
‘Pise and Adobe buildings for dwellings, dairies and store-rooms’, Agricultural Gazette of NSW,
3 April 1905.
George Sutton, ‘The Settler’s Guide, Pise’, Agricultural Gazette of NSW, 2 May & 2 August 1907.
‘Pise’, entry in The Cyclopedia or Universal Dictionary of Arts Science and Literature, Vol 27, 1819.
Miles Lewis, ‘Earth-stone-pise-Australia’, Australian building: a cultural investigation, http://www.
mileslewis.net.
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